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Abstract

It is often said that, as 3% of the Australian population, Aboriginal people have no electoral power. But in the Northern Territory, Aboriginal people constitute around 30% of the population. Can this lead to real or potential electoral power?

This seminar reviews past work on Aboriginal voting and enrolment in remote north Australia from a perspective after the 2019 Federal election. Compared to regional Queensland and Western Australia, a higher proportion of Aboriginal voters probably accounts for the Northern Territory being more strongly Labor in recent Federal elections. This suggests Aboriginal electoral power as a current reality, particularly in the House of Representatives division of Lingiari.

Enrolment and turnout measures in Lingiari and other northern divisions for the House of Representatives suggest a different story. Being low, these measures raise the possibility of Aboriginal electoral power that is under-utilised and still has untapped potential. Low enrolment and turnout figures will be related to aspects of electoral administration related to Aboriginal people in remote areas, both historical and contemporary. These suggest that moving towards compulsory voting for Aboriginal people in remote areas is still a challenging ongoing project.
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